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Problems:*
!!!"Two"containers"of"expedition"supplies"held"up"in"Mexican"customs""""
aa"and"never"reached"R/V"Atlantis;"a(perfect"storm"
!!!"Sampling"and"science"had"to"be"improvised"with"minimal"supplies"
"""""already"on"the"ship"[preloaded"in"Newport,"OR]"and"with"emergency""
aa"supply"shipment"for"science"and"machine"crew"via"Guaymas"Port,"still"
aa"with"some"unaccounted"losses"
!!!"Radiochemicals"not"listed"on"Atlantis"Manifest,"leading"to"lengthy"""
aa"customs"problems"and"ultimately"complete"loss"of"ca."$"80,000""
What*good*came*out*of*it:*
!!!"Small"preloaded"supply"cache,"and"emergency"shipment"salvaged"
science"to"some"extent:"small"input,"big"effect!"
!!!"Alvin"&"Sentry"excelled"in"exploratory"dives"[Guaymas"off!axis"targets]"
!!!"White"Paper"on"international"cruise"planning,"a"joint"effort"of"scientists,"
aa"ship"operators,"UNOLS"and"NSF"
!!!"Makeup"cruise"R/V"Atlantis,"Guaymas"to"Manzanillo"Nov."15!29,"2018"
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1.
Motivation
To be successful and productive, oceanographic field studies require excellent coordination
between scientists, ship and facility operators and funding agency representatives.
Oceanographic data collection is expensive and in most cases public funds are being used to
support the science and operations, hence it is crucial for everyone to be as safe, efficient, and
cost-effective as possible. It is also a reality that the 21st century’s dynamic, global, geopolitical
environment has created challenges and opportunities to working in foreign waters to conduct
oceanographic research. These realities, and recent experiences where complex logistics and
marine science research (MSR) clearances hampered oceanographic cruises, have brought to
light the need for a renewed effort by scientists and operators within the U.S. Academic
Research Fleet (ARF) to work together to ensure that Federally funded field research is well
coordinated and successful.
After several meetings and teleconferences in early 2017 among a diverse group of
oceanographic scientists, UNOLS ship operators and Federal agency program managers- the
working group members cited above - accepted the task of reviewing a range of topics that
relate to the planning and execution of oceanographic field research. The primary focus of the
deliberations pertained to work in international waters, where ships enter and return to foreign
ports, as well as work involving field studies within the Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) of
foreign nations, and the requisite planning, logistics and permitting involved with those efforts.
This included polling and discussions with many U.S. ARF operators involved with supporting
field work in foreign and international waters throughout the world’s oceans to better
understand the protocols, best-practices and communications methods each operating
institution employed in their work to support scientists using their ships and facilities.
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